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JONATHAN SWIFT
BOUNCES A HEAD
Regina Janes

I have always loved good pryects, but I have always found
them to miscarry. — Jonathan Swift, Correspondence,
IV, 231.
mong certain Scriblerians, when a head is cut off, it
bounces. Considering the traditional uses and mean
ings of heads, severed and otherwise, that is very odd
indeed and therefore useful. The head traditionally
figures as a sign of hierarchy and wholeness, of self and control. When
one takes off a head, one asserts power over the other self whose head
that was. Cut off, the head tumbles from the hierarchy and loses its self.
Its power, claims, meanings all accrue to the one who takes the head.
This is serious business, and human cultures elaborate rules and
procedures to circumscribe it. Bouncing, by contrast,is play;its product
uncontrolled or unpredictable bodily movement; its context energetic
innocence and life-affirming exuberance; its meaning freedom. Aristotle
does not bounce; Aristophanes does. Bouncing is fun, but what fun
has a bouncing severed head? In its uncomfortably pointed pointlessness, the bouncing severed head points up the perennial paradox of
self-identification posed by two friends of Scriblerus, Jonathan Swift
and John Gay.
Admittedly, heads do not bounce very often even among Scribler
ians. Rewriting a poem from the Anthologia hatina. Gay recounts the
abbreviated, endless song, "pip, pip, pip" of a pretty apple seller
accidentally decapitated by the frozen Thames. Her head bounces
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along the ice, singing as it goes, her word cut off with her head.* In
Swift, the decapitatory bounce occurs in Gulliver's excursion to an
execution in Brobdignag. In Pope, predictably, so violent an image is
absent. Pope's virtuosi collect symbolically appropriate headless
Homers and Pindars, but Pope does not treat—or subject—his readers
to the confusing, disconcerting, mind-stopping evocation of the
bouncing head. As a moralist whose ironic works can be turned inside
out to serve positive purposes. Pope does not subvert the identity of
moral agents.^
Pope and Swift's beloved politician BoUngbroke is even more
discreet. Telling the story of a man in the tower who lay down on the
block every night to accustom himself to his final scene, BoUngbroke
manages not to mention heads, axes, or decapitation, much less
bouncing heads.' Even when the decapitation he fled was his own, he
contrived not to specify too precisely the fate imagined for him.
Though some had resolved "to Perswe me to the Scaffold," and "My
Blood was to be the Cement of New AlUances," BoUngbroke sums up
the design as a metaphorical resolution "to Cut me off.'"* When the
Countess of Winchelsea sends Pope's head rolling down the stream,
her verse bounces, but the head does not. Exercising the traditional
monitory function of pubUc executions, she warns Pope by displaying
another's head. (It took: Alexander reformed for her Ufetime.)' The
' Trivia, II, B. 375-92. In the^«/A7/!^aJLa«w»<7aThradan mother weeps over the head of her son,
decapitated by ice, leaving only his head for burial, his body lost.
^ Pope also turns decollation into romantic self-sacrifice, absurdities unintended:"I wou'd cut off
my own head, if it had nothing better than wit in it; and tear out my own heart, if it had no better
dispositions than to love only myself, and laugh at all my neighbours." To Martha Blount,
Comspondtnce AUxanderVopt, ed. George Sherbum. 5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956-),
I, 280.
' March 1718/19, Correspondence of ]onatban Snifi,ed. Harold Williams, 4 vols. (Oxford: Qarendon
Press, 1963-65), II, 316.
* AhetterofMyhordBollinghrokes To HisFriend, at London, Dover, March 27,1715.
' "The Reply," Poems ty Eminent Ladies (London, 1755), II, 240. Having objected to Pope's
rhyming "hysteric fit" and "female wit,"in the
Winchelsea (1661-1720) reminded
Pope of the &te of Orpheus:
Yet, Alexander have a care.
And shock the sex no more....
You of one Orpheus sure have read.
Who would like you have writ
Had he in London town been bred,
And polish'd too his wit...
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bounce links Swift and Gay against the rest of their acquaintance.
Between them lies the important difference that Gay's victim is an
innocent, accidentally undone by nature, and Swift's a Brobdignagian
murderer, undone by legal process. Gay's visionary version is thus both
more sentimental and more nihihstic than Swift's, and it was Gay who
taught Swift that severed heads bounce after they leave the body.®
Gay's bouncing, singing head marks the natural disorder of things.
Swift's displays the disorder men produce, and it does not sing.
Instead, Swiffs enters the world of human political action and
destabilizes the political order severed heads mean to enforce. Swift
proposes no alternative to the order he destabilizes—so critics often
characterize him as "conservative"^—but if he does not make the old
order untenable, he makes it uncomfortable in its skin.
At stake in any public execution is the sovereign's display of his
power over and his responsibility to his people. As Michel Foucault
puts it: if crime "has placed the sovereign in contempt, [public
execution] deploys before all eyes an invincible force. Its aim is not so
much to re-establish a balance as to bring into play, at its extreme
point, the dissymmetry between the subject who has dared to violate
Yet vent'ring then with scoffing rhymes
The women to incense.
Resenting heroines of those times
Soon punish'd his offence.
And as the Hehrus roU'd his scull,
And harp hesmear'd with blood.
They clashing as the waves grew full.
Still harmoniz'd the flood.
But you our follies gendy treat.
And spin so fine the thread.
You need not fear his aukward fate.
The Lock won't cost the head....
Intending to make something happen, Winchelsea seems to have succeeded. The next edition of
the Rcpe of the hock (1717) supplied a new moral in Qarissa's speech. Belinda may have failed to
reform, but Alexander could take a hint
' See Regina Janes, "Ariosto and Gay: Bouncing Heads," Canadian Society for EigjiteenthCentury Studies, October 2000; ELH,forthcoming Gay's works actually contain three singing
severed heads, of which one bounces. Gay learned from Ariosto; Swift reapplied Gay
' To Johnson's Dictionary, "conservative" meant "Having the power of opposing diminution or
injury," a meaningpeculiarly inapt to Swift. On Swiffs whigglsh politics and tory clericalism,see
J. A. Downie,"Swift and English Political Ideologes" in Critical Approaches to Teaching Swift (New
York: AMS Press, 1992), 52ff.
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the law and the all-powerful sovereign who displays his strength."® Yet
the publicity of execution also affirms an identity of interests between
people and sovereign: the disorder revenged is performed by the
sovereign on behalf of the people, in their interest, and for their
protection.® As the subject's violation of law introduced disorder, so
the subject's body is disordered, a natural consequence of violated law.
Crucial to the demeanor of public decollations, as a specific mode
of public execution, is the smooth transfer of control over the
decollated subject's head to the executioner and thence to the coffin,
dty gates, parliament house. Temple bar, wherever the head and
quarters are to be disposed. Controlling the head is what the execution
is about—ending that head's disruptiveness and showing where power
resides, in the executioner and the sovereign in whose name he acts. So
seventeenth-century representations of executions focus on the
populace and authorities massed at the scaffold before the execution
or, alternatively, on the moment after the execution when the execu
tioner holds up the decollated head to thewatching crowd [Figure 1]
Asserting a spectacular justice, such representations make invisible the
contest between order and disorder. Disorder is utterly subdued to
power.
Bouncing subverts aU that, though not in the way subversion is
often coverdy misunderstood, as replacing one order with another. A
bouncing head ironizes the political project that power intends. The
bounce makes visible a violent energy that affirms no one's power. The
person who should be taking the head has muffed his project and lost
control. Away from his hands bounds the sign of a self controlled no
longer by the state, but only by the laws of physics. Escaping the
executioner's control, the head nullifies, for the duration of its escape,
the political and social purposes of the execution. The bouncing head
is animated, and its continued, independent motion asserts the

' Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1979),
48-49.
' This topic is well treated by Robert Mitchell, "The Violence of Sympathy: Adam Smith and
Executions," below.
These seventeenth-century conventions were reproduced during the French revolution, see
Reginajanes, "Beheadings," Representations 35 (1991), 25-26. The representation of Monmouth's
execution [Figure 2], produced for a Dutch audience hostile to James II, imitates in the
audience's horror certain representations of Charles I's execution.
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continuing presence of a self that may or may not be present to itself."
The uncanniness of the severed head is the absence of self-presence in
the very object that defines the self. The bouncing severed head claims
an uncanny and dubious freedom beyond even dissemina
tion—^Derrida's missing head is only missing.'^
Yet the nullification of power's intention does no one any good,
for the bouncing head has also escaped the control of its departing
occupant or erstwhile owner. All that remains of the liberated self is its
sign, now the sign of its undoing. "I" have become an anti-Cartesian
joke: "I think therefore I am," so how long can the thinking part think
without a body? In this less-than-zero-sum game, control has been lost
by both parties, but no usable freedom has been gained. The bounce
presents a challenge not to the existence of authority but to its stability
and its control over representations and their meanings. Bouncing
disables pathos, sentiment, tragedy, and, above all, submission to the
power of one's betters. Bouncing heads are carnival: refusing empathy,
they also contemn authority.
As if anticipating modern studies of the body, the head in Swift
usually disappears into the body." In Swift's seventeenth and
eighteenth-century English linguistic context, heads articulate hierarchy,
as in Christ or Henry VIII as head of the church, the head of state, the
heads of discourse, or the head of the page. There is the head, and
then belowall the undistinguished, miscellaneous, bodily rest.Articulat
ing hierarchy from the seat of reason, authority, and speech, the head
orders, controls, subordinates, establishes relationships, and dispels
chaos. Descartes and Locke equally, if antithetically, center identity in
the head.''*

" Affirming the sense of Japanese "difference" that pervades Montesquieu's Spiril of the Lam,
Lafcadio Heam's "Diplomacy" dramatizes thejapaneseassumption that consciousness continues
fully if briefly in the severed head.
" Dissemination, trans. Barbara Johnson (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1981), 20.
"See, for example, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guatteri, L'Anti-oed^e (Paris; Les editions de minuit,
1972/73), 14, or David Hillman and Carla Mazzio, eds. The Bo^ in Parts: Fantasies of CorporealiQ
in Fat^ Modem Europe (New York; Routledge, 1997).
" The head was where the action of consciousness took place, whether consciousness was
conceived as an originating moment, in Descartes, or an eager receptacle in Locke. For Locke's
shift from self-as-substance to self-in-consdousness, see Christopher Fox; "Locke and the
Scriblerians; The discussion of Identity in Early Eigjiteenth-Century En^and," Eighteenth-Century
Studies, 16 (1982), 1-25.
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Swift generates a world characteri2ed by headlessness, the failure
of authority, the absence of control, and the dissolution of the center.
Bodies, writings, mob, rabble, writers, vermin, and bad coins proliferate
and multiply, spreading and smearing themselves over the landscape,
impressing their own image on base ore, displacing their betters. In this
reading, generated by such critics as Carol Flynn, Terry Castle, and
Marilyn Francus," the conventional meanings of heads still operate,
and a now familiar, "conservative" Swift manifests his nostalgia for
those conventional meanings through their absence. The body is
Yahoo, and the head is a horse.
When the head is not a horse, it is in danger. Heads in Swift are
taken off by authority, by established power, by kings and parliaments,
by military prowess in politici2ed contexts. Taking for granted the
equation of executioner and magistrate, Shaftesbury proposes in his
index to Characteristicks (1711), for "Executioner. See Magistrate."^®
Swift affirms the equation, but lacks Shaftesbury's ease. Losing one's
head is something that happens to figures Swift admires, to martyrs.
The "inhumanities" recorded in Swift's History of England climax in an
account of exchanged heads, Christ and his priest as equal victims:
"they ript up women with child, drew out the infants, and tossed them
upon the points of their lances: they murdered priests before the altars;
then cutting the heads from off the crucifixes, in their stead put on the
heads of those they had murdered: with many other instances of
monstrous barbarity too foul to relate." A falsely identified king's head
changes history: "a certain man, bearingaloft the head of an enemy he
had cut off, cried out. It was the head of the Scottish king, which being
heard and believed on both sides," reversed the course of the battle.'^
"Cutting off his head" punctuates the margins of Swift's copy of
Cherbury's Life and Raigne of Henry VIII whenever the sacred name of
Sir Thomas More is mentioned. For the founder of Swift's church.

" Carol Flynn, The Botfy in Sw^ and Drfoe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Terry
J. Casde, "Why the Houyhnhnms Don't Write: Swift, Satire, and the Fear of the Text," in Frank
Palmeti, ed.. Critical Essies on Jonathan Smft (New York: G.K. Hall, 1993), 57-71, and Marilyn
Francos, 'The Monstrous Mother; Reproductive Anxiety in Swift and Pope," ELH, 61:4 (1994),
829-51.
"CharacteristicksoJMen, Manners,Opinions, Times,ed. Philip Ayres (Oxford: Clarendon Press,1999),
II, 372.
" Miscellaneous and AutoUoppiphical Pieces, Fragments and Marginalia, ed. Herbert Davis (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1962), 52, 54.
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decapitation is too good a fate: "And I wish he had been Plead, his skin
stuffed and hangd on a Gibbet, His bulky guts and Flesh left to be
devoured by Birds and Beasts, for a warning to his Successors for ever.
Amen."** "Amen," indeed. Sir Thomas More having lost his head,
Henry VHTs innards spiU out.
The most recently decapitated figure*' important to Swift was
Charles I (1649), the "blessed Martyr." Of the king Swift possessed a
picture "drawn by Vandik^' and a "large gilded Medal.. .on the Reverse
a Crown of Martyrdom, with other Devices."^ He damned the Scots
who betrayed Charles and thought a pole the proper place for Crom
well's head.^* Yet when he describes Charles' death. Swift uses the
deliberately desacralized language of the regicides, not the circumlocu
tions of royalists. Among Royalists, Charles was never beheaded, but
always murdered, martyred, or betrayed. Clarendon refuses even to
describe the death.^ By contrast, regicides "struck off or "chopt off
Charles' head.^ In Eikonoklastes Milton imitates the executioner's
triumphant display of the severed head, held "by the hair."^^ Unlike
other royalists. Swift does not veil the event, but harps on the painful,
simple phrase: "cut off his head." With Charles guilty of "cutting off
the head of his best and chief minister," the Puritans in turn "had the

" Miscellaneous and AutoUogre^hical Pieces, Fraffnents and Margnalia, 251. While Henty VIII is an
extreme case, Swift's annotations to Bodin suggest a fundamental disaffection for kings.
"There were of course many other decollations between Charles I and Swift's time: Montrose
and other followers of Charles after 1649; the regicides after 1660; the Catholics of the Popish
Plot and their Whig enemies of the Rye House plot; Monmouth and his followers in 1685. After
1689, James IPs followers provided a dwindling body of martyrs.
® "Will of Dr. Swift,' Directions to Servants and Miscellaneous Pieces 1733—1742, Prose Works, ed.
Herbert Davis (Oxford: Blackwell, 1959), XIII, 155-56. See also Correspondence, V, 150.
" See marginalia to Clarendon's Histiny cf the Pthellion, Miscellaneous and AutobiograpUcal Pieces, V,
295-320. In a letter to Orrery, (22 March 1732—33), Swift wanted Cromwell-Badham hanged and
"quartered" rather than having his head merely fixed on a pole like his ancestor's {Correspondence,
IV, 124).
^ The History of the Rebellion and CivilWars in England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1843), Bk.
XI, 697. Thomas Hobbes also skips over it:"the sentence of death was read and... executed (the
sentence, not the kin^at the gate of his own palace at Whitehall." Hobbes's paragraph ends with
"the wicked Parliament [styling the good prince] tyrant, traitor, and murderer." The next
paragraph begins, "The king being dead " Behemoth: The History of the Causes of the Civil Wars cf
England, and of the Counsels and Artifices iy which thy were carried on from theyear 1640 to the year 1660.
Ed. William Molesworth (New York: Burt Franklin, n.d.), Pt. 3,193.
" Andrew Marvell's balancing act in the Horatian Ode on Cromwell's Bttum from Ireland is, indeed,
a marvel, worthy Milton's secretary and Charles IPs M.P.
"John Milton, Complete Poems and Mqfor Prose, ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (New York: Odyssey Press,
1957), 786.
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impudent cruelty to try his sacred person in a mock court of justice,
and cut off his head."^^ The phrase insistendy makes present what
Swift detests and implicates Charles in his own destruction.
In 1708, while Swift was in London, a real decollation threatened.
An aged Jacobite lord had been captured journeying to Scotland on a
mission for the queen's deposed father and brother; his beheading was
scheduled. Swift looked not to the event, but to the audience. "The
boys of our town are mighty happy," Swift sneered,"for we are to have
a beheading next week, unless the Queen will interpose her mercy."^^
(The queen's mercy cancelled the execution; Edward Griffin, Baron
Griffin of Braybrook, eventually expired of natural causes in the Tower
in November1710, aged about eighty.) Swiftlinked popular enthusiasm
for the beheading with popular curiosity about a pair of Siamese twins;
the physical monstrosity of the one exposed the unstated moral
montrosity of the other.
In each of these cases, severing heads is clearly aversive. Swift
makes no heroes of decapitators, draws no sentimental erotic portraits
of male or female victims (a nineteenth-century specialty), and takes no
pleasure in the carnival anticipated by the "mighty happy.. .boys of our
town." There is no sign of a bounce nearer than the happiness of boys,
and Swift invents none of these decollations. He responds to historical
events and contemporaneous occasions, whether he is making a
sermon on the anniversary of Charles I's execution, reading a biography
of an important historical ^pre, or noting popular response to an
imminent public event.
In Book II of Gulliver's Travels, however, Lemuel Gulliver attends
a public execution by decollation. The execution is performed in
Brobdignag by large, ugly, mostly virtuous people. The crime punished
is murder, the limit case for eighteenth-century reformers skeptical of
frequent capital punishments.^^ Since the Brobdignagians are good and

^"Sermon on the Martyrdomof Charles I," Irish Tracts 1720-1723 andSermons,ed. Herbert Davis
and Louis Landa (Oxford; Basil Blackwell, 1962), IX, 224,222.
" Correspondence of Jonathan Swft, 1,82-83.
" Swift's period, the early ei^teenth century, saw increasing numbers and classes of crimes,
principally against property, made punishable by death. The later eighteenth century, responding
to that increase, developed arguments against the death penalty for any crimes save treason or
murder in such popular fota as Samuel Johnson's The Tasmbler, preparing the ground to receive
Cesare Beccaria's Of Crimes and Punishments (1764). By 1748, Montesquieu had expressed a
preference for capital punishment only in cases of murder or attempted murder (Book XII, s.4.
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wise, this common, contemporaneous, legal spectacle would seem to
be justified, authorized, and easy to read. Any disturbance afforded
modern readers should be dismissed as sentimental anachronism. Yet
there are problems with reading the passage as either an endorsement
or an attack on what it represents, and what it represents is an episode
with no middle ground: a man's head must be either on or off.
Swift emphasizes that Gulliver receives an invitation to a behead
ing. The criminal to be executed murdered an intimate friend of the
young gendeman who invites Gulliver and Glumdalclitch. Tender
hearted Glumdalclitch is very reluctant to go, but Gulliver, "although
I abhorred such Kind of Spectacles," is allured by curiosity, "to see
something that I thought must be extraordinary." The execution is
Dutch-style, rather than English block and axe. The criminal is seated
in a chair; the head taken off with a sword at a single blow. The blood
spurts into the air like the great jet d'eau at Versailles, and the head hits
the ground with a great bounce that makes Gulliver start, though he
was "at least an EngUsh mile distant."^® The moment is curiously
affectiess, its purpose unclear, its thrust uncertain, and critics rarely
refer to it.^'

The Spirit of theLaws, trans. Thomas Nugent [New York: Hafner Publishing Co, 1949]; i, 187). See
E.P. Thompson, Whiff and Hunters: The Otign ofthe Black Act (NewYork: Pantheon Books, 1975);
J.M. Beattie, Crime and the Courts in England 1660-1SOO (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1986); Peter Linebaug)i, The London Hanged: Crime and Civil Society in the Eighteenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992).
" In its entirety: "One Day, a young Gentleman who was Nephew to my Nurse's Governess,
came and pressed them both to see an Execution. It was of a Man who hadmurdered one of that
Gendeman's intimate Acquaintance. Glumdalclitch was prevailed on to be of the Company, very
much against her Inclination, for she was naturally tender hearted: And, as for my sel^ although
I abhorred such Kind of Spectacles; yet my Curiosity tempted me to see something that I thou^t
must be extraordinary. The Malefactor was fixed in a Chair upon a Scaffold erected for the
Purpose; and his Head cut off at one Blow with a Sword of about forty Foot long The Veins
and Arteries spouted up such a prodi^ous Quantiity of Blood, and so high in the Air, that the
great fet dEau at Versailles was not equal for the Time it lasted; and the Head when it fell on the
Scaffold Floor, gave such a Bounce, as made me start, although I were at least an Engdsh Mile
distant." Gulliver's Travels, ed. Herbert Davis (Oxford: Blackwell, 1959), XI, 119-20.
^ To take an extreme case, the episode is not mentioned in William Pencak's "Swift Justice:
Gulliver's Travels asa Critique of Legal Institutions," in Bruce L. Rockwood and Roberta Kevelson,
eds.. Lam and Literature Perspectives (New York: Peter Lang, 1996), 255-67. Dennis Todd uses the
jet d'eau, but not the bounce, to instance "the moral efficacy of public execution, even the value
of a human life, lost in the sheer entertaining spectacle of a beheading," "The Hairy Maid at the
Harpsichord: Some Speculations on the Meaning of Gulliver's Travelsf Texas Studiesin Languageand
Literature
249.
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Disconcerting as the passage is, it seems to argue neither against
nor for capital punishment. But if it is neither against nor for, what is
it doing there? It scarcely seems pure playfulness, on the order of
Gulliver's reading the great hooks of Brobdignag or playing the
clavecin.
When they must, critics cope with discomfort by interpreting. The
traditional twentieth-century reading of the episode, sustained by its
placement, is psychoanalytic. In the paragraph following the decollat
ion, a melancholy Gulliver launches out on inland seas in a little boat,
to be invaded by a slimy frog. Preceding the decollation, GuUiver has
been stripped by the maids of honor and used, the text strenuously
refuses to say, as a dildo.^" Having bounced on a nipple and been laid
naked in a bosom, Gulliver declines to enumerate other unspeakable
tricks played with him. Invited to imagine other sexual parts than
breasts, we are lured to an unmentionable, unimaginable visit to
Brobdignagian female genitalia. Alternatively, we may visualize
Gulliver himself as fondled, naked sex toy: the maids of honor "often
strip [him] naked from top to toe" for "the Pleasure of seeing and
touching me." It was "the handsomest among these Maids of Honour"
who rode him astride her nipple and played the "many other Tricks"
that Gulliver prefers not to specify. With such explicit .sex play
followed by a decapitation, Freudians succumb to castration anxiety.
That reading has been well supplied by Irving Rothman, who
deftly links decapitation, "melancholy," and the slimy frog.^' It has also
found feminist variants, emphasizing Gulliver's feminization in
Brobdignag, shifting to a Lacanian terminology of lack. Read as
GuUiver watchinga masturbatory ejaculation or a urinating contest (the
"jet d'eau"), climaxed by an orgasmic spasm (his "start"), the episode
articulates quantam disconnection, mechanical disjunction, an
untraversable gap. The involuntary ejaculation and the spasm occur in
different persons, separated by an English mile; Adam Smith theorizes
such relationships as "sympathetic."
Psychoanalytic readings, however, reduce decapitation to the much
more manageable—and survivable—castration. In Freud's formula
"castration = decapitation," castration remains a decapitation the self
" I owe this observation to my student, Eliza Callatd.
" Irving Rothman, "The Execution Scene in Gulliver's Travels" Journal of Evolutionaiy Ethology
3:1-2 (1982), 56-75. He passes the dildo observation to his student Allen Evans, 62.
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Figure 1: Execution of the Duke of Monmouth as process.
Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris.
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Figure 2: Execution of the Duke of Monmouth, completed.
Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris.
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can think about.^^ Swift is not shy about castration; the Houyhnhnms are
considering it as an equine solution to the Yahoo problem as Gulliver
leaves Houyhnhnmland. As to masturbation, it is toyed with all over
the first page of the Travels?^ A psychoanalytic reading alleviates
decapitation anxiety by locating its effects further down, moving
violence away from the head. Consigning the episode to psycho-sexual
fantasy, the anxious critic removes both decapitation and castration
from their real places in Swift's world—decapitation at Temple Bar or
Tower Hill and castration in the opera house.
Like the psychoanalytic, a political reading is seductive but
ultimately insufficient. At the political level, the execution in Brohdignag displaces the ordinary consequences of the treason trial of Book I.
In a conspicuous failure to parallel the Bolinghroke/Harley impeach
ments, the Lilliputians never propose taking off Gulliver's head as
punishment for his treason. Having been ennobled in Lilliput, Gulliver
technically qualifies for execution in a mode regarded as aristocratic in
England and France (though not in Germany or Holland). So the
T.illiputian lord who secredy supplies the articles of impeachment to
Gulliver nobly affirms that therein "I venture my head for your
service" (I, vii). Perhaps having no adequate implements or fearful of
floods, the LiUipurians dismiss decollation as not particularly practical
with Gulliver? They cope too bravely and skillfully with the multiple
practical difficulties he poses to amuse themselves and us with
impossibilities.
Yet the few details in the Brohdignagian-beheading episode recall
BoUngbroke and his flight to France in 1715. Gulliver as spectator is
the distance of an English mile from the spot; the spurting blood is
compared with the great jet d'eau at Versailles. Gulliver sees the jet,
hut he hears the bounce, suggesting the role of r\amor and fragmentary
bits of news by which Swift, in Ireland, learned of the fates of his
friends.
Read as a displacement of the impeachments and attainders at the
end of the reign of Anne, the beheading in Brohdignag enables Swift
to represent as spectacle an outcome that obsessed him in 1715. In
''Notes on Medusa*s Head," Standard Edition of the Complete P^choloffcal Works of Sigmund Freudy
trans. James Strachey, 24 vols. (London: Hogarth Press, 1955), XVIII, 273—74.
In Gulliver's progress under my good master Mr. Bates,"master" and "bates"come closer and
closer, until Gulliver marries.
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January 1715, Erasmus Lewis was advising Swift to hide his papers, and
the next month Swift wrote to a correspondent in France that his
friends were "menaced daily by the dominant Faction. Those gentle
men have decided to slice off a half dozen of the best heads in
England."^^ Lord Oxford was imprisoned in the Tower, and Lord
Bolingbroke fled to France, leaving in his wake a pamphlet deprecating
the attempt of his enemies "to Cut me off."^^ Ormonde fled after
Bolingbroke; Prior was imprisoned.^® Swift's correspondence was
intercepted; his archbishop in Ireland defended but suspected him."
By June, Swift was more confident and less sanguinary about his
friends' chances for survival: "They say the Whigs do not intend to cut
off Lord Oxford's head, but that they will certainly attaint poor Lord
Bolingbroke." Later the same month, he wrote to Pope: "You know
how well I lov'd both Lord Oxford and Bolingbroke, and how dear the
Duke of Ormonde is to me: do you imagine I can be easy while their
enemies are endeavouring to take off their heads?"^® By December, the
image still occurs, but modulated into an odd kind of perverse curiosity:
"I am curious to know how [Harley] carries himself, whether he is still
easy and intrepid; whether he thinks he shall lose his head, or whether
it is generally thought so."" Swift's choice of language and his curiosity
have become definitely unseemly, belonging to the disengaged and
curious spectator rather than the involved friend. Harley's behavior is
interrogated for its heroic adequacy, as if he were a Montrose''" or a
Macheath, and Swift out-Gullivers Gulliver in his desire for details.
Swift's year-long obsession with the threat to "cut off the heads" of his
and Gay's friends dismayed the editor of Pope's correspondence, who

" . menace tous les jours par la Faction Dominaute. Car ces Messieurs sont tout a fait resolus
de trancher une demy douzaine de tetes des meilleures d'Angleterre." To M. Giraldi, February
1715, Comspanitnce, II, 157.
" Cited above.
" Prior was released in 1716. David 'tiokes, Jonathan Snift, A Hypocrite Reverted (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1985), 238.
" Irvin Ehrenpreis, Sa^: The Man,His Works, andthe Age (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1983), III,10-15. In The Annals ofKingGeorge,YeartheFirstQjonAoa, 1716), Defoe reported
that a packet from Ormonde to Swift was seized,"of which the Atheistical LibellerSWIF I having
Notice, and that Search was made after him, he thou^t fit to abscond" (435).
" 21, 28 June 1715, Correspondence, II, 173,174,176.
" Correspondence, II, 190.
Swift praises Montrose in his virulent marginalia to Clarendon's History of the Rebellion,
Miscellaneous and AutobiographicalPieces, V, 316-17.
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did not seem to recognize that cutting off heads was a real possibility.'*'
When he went to the block in February 1716, Lord Derwentwater
knew better.
For himself. Swift only once claimed the glamor of decapitation.
In August 1714, Swift figured his own head as unambigously aristo
cratic when he wrote that he "durst forfeit my head" that he could have
reconciled Bolingbroke and Harley."*^ Talking, as he almost never does,
like the Bee in the Battk of the Books, Swift minoicks the gallant last
words of the Montroses, who game with their heads or sacrifice them
for a cause. Otherwise, when Swift speaks of his own danger, he refers
to halters, necks, or a head with a price on it. Halters are used in lowerclass hangings. Necks figure in both hanging and the more aristocratic
decapitation, but "neck" avoids the unambiguously aristocratic "head."
The witty Lord Bathurst, for example, allows Swift only to have
ventured his "neck" for his country and friends. Heads with prices on
them, Hke Swift's own in the Verses on the Death of Dr. Swift, may, like
necks, be disposed of either way.
Gay's cheerily bouncing head in Trivia appeared in January 1716,
the month before the decollation in London of two Scottish lords,
attended by four hanged and quartered commoners, for their part in
the 1715 rising against the accession of George I.^^ Between Tnwaand
Gulliver's Travels, there were several more decollations in London, in
1718,1721, and 1723. There had not been such a rash of beheadings
in England since the end of the reign of Charles II, thirty years earlier.

Ctrrtspondenct (fAlexanderPopt, ed. Geoige Shecbum. 5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956-),
I, 301 n.2. Swift's editor assures his readers that "In actual fact the Whigs in power found it a
relief when Bolingbroke fled to France in March and OrmondeinJune." Correspondence, II, 176n2.
The reason for relief may have been that they did notnow have to proceed against Bolingbroke's
head.
^ Correspondence, II, 110. The locution echoes Temple, though it is not an unusual locution: Works
of Sir William Temple A yoh. (London: F.C. and J. Rivington, 1814), 1,108.
"Seven peers were initially sentenced to decapitation;four wereremitted, athird fled the country.
Thirty-four commoners were hanged, but notall at London nor with the full traitor's treatment.
William Edward Hartpole Lecky,..4History ofEnglandin theEighteenth Century (London:Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1919), I, 269. The lords were Kenmure, a protestant, and the young
Derwentwater, a Catholic Lord Nithsdale escaped. The four commoners treated at London to
die full procedure of a traitor's death were Henry Oxburgji, Richard Gascoigne, jack Hall, and
the Reverend William Paul. Bruce Lenman, The Jacobite Rising in Britain 1689~1746 (London: Eyre
Methuen, 1980), 161.
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In 1718, a letter writer who proposed to "smite the usurper"
George I suffered in the flesh for what he had written, but not
attempted.'*^ In 1721, a printer was executed for a pamphlet that
affirmed an hereditary right in the pretender."" In 1723 "Layer's Plot"
touched Swift, Gay, and Pope when it widened to become "the
Atterbury Plot," implicating their friend Francis Atterbury, the Bishop
of Rochester. During Layer's trial. Swift mocked George's "clemency,
mercy, and forgiving temper...so extraordinary, so more than humane,
during the whole course of his reign," terms he would shortly apply to
the faithless monarch of LiUiput."" Ministry's decoding of letters for
signs of disaffection, conspicuous in the Layer evidence, turns up in the
third book of Gulliver's Travels. Layer was executed for treason, the
aging Atterbury sent into exile. Several years later, in 1727, the year
after the publication of Gulliver's Travels, Swift was rereading Addison's
freeholder "hX, April 6, 1716, with its defence of George I's clemency
after the rising. "Not above Forty have yet suffered," purred Addison.
Swift jabbed in his margin "A trifle?" "Prodigious clemency, not to
hang all the common Soldiers who followed their leaders." "And only
hanging the Lords and Gendemen, and some of the Rabble."^'
Although the-marginalia postdate the events and Gulliver, they suggest
continuing helpless anger rather than acceptance or resignation.
The executions of 1715 had been highly controversial Printed and
circulated, James Earl of Derwentwater's last words from the scaffold
led a small, defiant chorus alleging that the new King George I was
deficient in clemency to those who had surrendered and confessed

" Paul Kleber Monod calls the execution of James Shepheard "judicial
Jacobitism and the
English tecpk 1688-1788 (Cambddge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 347. The account of
James Shepherd [sic] in the DNB, XVIII: 61 (under the entry for Jack Shepherd) is misleading
Shepherd is called acoachmaker's apprenticewho "attempted an assassination" thatGeorge I met
with "cool courage." A more accurate account appears in The Annals of King George, YeartheFourth
(London: 1718), 333—43. For Christopher Layer's plot in 1723,which ostensibly included a plan
to murder George I, see Ragnhild Hutton, George I: Elector and King (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1978), 257; see also Bruce Lenman, The Jacobite Risings, 201; DNB.
John Matthews for Vox pepui, vox del, he was remitted quartering, his body given to his
relations; The Annals of King George (1721), 247-48.
Layer was-tried October 1722, sentenced 27 October 1722, and executed May 1723. DNB. 9
October 1722, Correspondence, II, 436. Irvin Ehrenpteis makes the association wiA the Atterbury
case and Gulliver's Travels, Ssvifi, III, 140-42.
Miscellaneous andAutobicg^hicalPieces,ed. Davis,V, 524. Swift dates the comment to underscore
the point that George I has shown no lenity from the year 1716 "Nor to this, 1727."
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their error.'^® Against those who objected to German savagery in action,
defenders of the Hanoverian succession mobilized. To Daniel Defoe
has been attributed an "animadversion"^' upon the noble lord's last
words from the scaffold. Derwentwater was ungrateful: "the Sentence
which according to Law was pronounc'd against him,(viz. to be hang'd,
but not till dead, to be cut down alive, to have his bowels taken out and burnt before
his Face, and to have his Bo^ divided into fourQuarters, which were to be at the
King's Disposal) was so far mitigated by his Majesty's Clemency, as to
abate both from the Pain and Disgrace; for his Lordship was only
beheaded, and his Corps left to the Disposal of his Relations."®' The
author's italics highlight what such ingratitude deserved.
The preacher Samuel Rosewell printed his sermon "They became
a sign." Emblematic and earned, suffering bodies restored the violated
symbolic order. Rosewell rejoiced that those "who strove against King
GEORGE...became a Sign...they were expos'd topublick View in their
Death, and made a Spectacle to an inumerable Crowd of Beholders;
and that too, as Monuments of Bevenging Justice." The decaying body's
iconicity, its reference to a higher symbolic order, becomes a paradoxi
cally permanent "monument." The demands of justice outweigh cries
for compassion, designated noisy squeamishness. Rosewell wants
nothing to do with "an unreasonable Noise about Severity, a loud Out
cry against the shedding of Blood; because the Laws have been

" Speech ofJames Earl ofDenoentmiter Who wasbeheaded onTower-Hillfor Hi^h treason against his Mqesty
King George, February the 24th 1715/16, n.d., n.p. A True copy tf a Tcper Deliver'd to the Sheriffs of
London, By Colonel HenyOxdmrgh, Who was Draam, Hang'd andQuarter'd at Tyburn, for High Treason
against his MffestyKingGeorge. OnMondaythe 14th Day ofMay, 1716. London,1716. Like many other
ei^teenth-century felons, not excluding Macheath, both men defied earlier conventions of
submission and penitence on the scaffold. For those conventions, see J. A. Sharpe, '"Last Dying
Speeches': Religion, Ideology and Public Execution in Seventeeth-Century England," Past and
Present Vil (1985), 144-67.
Indexing the entry of executionsinto a discursive public sphere,the genre refuting an executed
man's last words has as its most illustrious example Milton's Eikonoklastes. In the 1680s, attacks
on Lord Stafford reached several editions. WP. Gesst., Animadversion on the Speech Bead 1y the late
Lord Stafford At the Place of Execution on Tower-Hill Pltnnly shewing The Fallacy of all the Asseverations <f
His Innocenry (London, 1681), was followed by Animadversions upon the Speech of William (Late)
Viscount Stcfford, ontheSccffoldonTower-Hill, Immediately beforehis Execution, upon Wednesday, December,
1680, Pltnnly hying open the FALLACY of all his Asseverations of his Innoceny. Published to prevent the
deceiving of Protestants. The Second Edition with Additions. (London, 1681).
Bemarks on the Speech of James Late Earl of Derwentwater, Beheaded on Tower-Hill for High-Treason,
February 24, 1715/16 (London, 1716), 4.
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executed on some few amongst mat^ Thousands of Traitors."^' Linked
are the majestic indifference of the law, the spectacular iconicity of the
body, the careful selection of representative sufferers. So too Addison's
freeholder
to shape opinions by insisting how few had suffered.
Decapitations, then, were in the news prior to the writing of
Gulliver's Travels, and Swift's interest in decapitations antedated those
current events. Yet unlike the executions that interested Swift, the
execution in Brobdignag is deliberately apolitical, and the account
neither proposes nor elicits any sympathy with the sufferer. Any
lingering sympathy with endangered Jacobites'^ or aristocratic heroics
has been deliberately emptied from the episode.
Neither psychoanalytically over-determined nor politically
motivated, the execution in Brobdignag attacks the audience for
executions theoretically and viscerally. In the mid-nineteenth century,
such attacks, made explicit, persuaded authorities to conceal executions
from the public, intended to benefit from them. By the mid-twentieth
century, non-fundamentalist countries had abolished capital punish
ment. In the early eighteenth century, artists focused on the audience's
relationship to the execution as in some way inappropriate. Swift
sneered at the boys' happiness in 1708; Polly sighed envisioning
Macheath at the gallows; Hogarth's carnival thronged to the execution
of the idle apprentice. To practical reformers such as Henry Fielding,
public terror threatened to become inefficacious. As terrifying
spectacle public executions seemed not to be working." They counterproductively encouraged pickpockets and glamorized criminals. If
Fielding is credited with one of the earliest expressions of such views,
and the satirists are not, one reason is that the satirists created the
glamour the reformers pounced upon, and they did so without
proposing an alternative and outside authorized discursive precincts.

" "They became a sign." A Sermon Preach'd On the Sokmn Occasion of the Deaths of the Lords Who mere
Beheaded on Tower-Hill for Hi^h-Treason, Pehrtcaty 24, 1715-16 (London, 1716), 24-26.
^ Swift sympathized angrily with the unhappy James II: "seduced by popery,"James was also "a
fool and Coward" ("Sermon on the Martyrdom of Charles II," Irish Tracts 1720-23 and Sermons,
224; marginalia to Clarendon's History, Misc. andAutobic^raphicalPieces, 319). He had no desire to
restore him or his, but he loved some who felt differendy. See J. A. Downie, "Swift and
Jacobitism," ELH, 64 (1997), 887-901.
" Enquiry into the Cause of the Late Increase of Bobbers, 1750. See Martin Battestin and Ruthe R.
Battestin, Hemy Fielding: A Life (London: Roudedge, 1989), 518-19, 547-49. As the author of
Jonathan Wild the Great, Fielding migrates from satirist to reformer, by way of the novel.
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At the theoretical level, Gulliver/Swift establishes three possible
moral and one amoral position relative to this event, and allows us to
rest in [adopt] none of them: the spectacle of retributive justice (the
intimate friend of the murdered man), tenderhearted aversion
(Glumdalclitch), principled abhorrence (Gulliver's theoretical position),
and curiosity to see something extraordinary (Gulliver's actual action).
Two intellectual positions favor the execution; morally, one is estim
able—^justice—^and the other reprehensible—curiosity.These are both
gendered male, but with the first, retributive justice, Gulliver has
nothing to do. Neither Gulliver nor the reader has any acquaintance
with the murdered man, stiU less an "intimate friendship" with him.
Two emotional positions oppose the spectacle, one gendered
female, the other male: tenderness and abhorrence. Tenderness belongs
to a little girl, who can be "prevailed upon.. .against her inclination" to
attend. Abhorrence, masculine and principled, is easily subdued by
curiosity. Curiosity overrides principle, but curiosity is neither con
demned nor experienced as satisfaction. Yet it is satisfied: Gulliver sees
something extraordinary and teUs how extraordinary it was. Finally,
although retributive justice and tenderness oppose each other as
masculine and feminine, retributive justice belongs to a "young"
gentleman who "pressed" two women to come to the execution and
"prevailed" against their will. Such eagerness evokes the boys of 1708
and turns solemn justice into a form of sexual violence. So what in the
name of stable irony is one to make of such a passage?
Trying to locate Swift discovers him, like other great artists, at
every point in his creation—Glumdalclitch, c'est moi. Tenderhearted
Swift, swishing his skirts like a lady, is averse to having even a dog
killed on his account.^'* Manly, rigorous Swift carefully justifies the
execution as that of a murderer and the invitation as that of an intimate
friend of the murdered man. The friend has the biblical justification of
lex talionis for being present, as Gulliver and the reader do not. As to
Gulliver, he articulates an aversion to executions that Swift never does,
but on this very issue of decapitation Swift shares Gulliver's prurient
curiosity, with the difference that Swift's prurience concerned his best
friends. Swift mocks the aversion so readily overcome by curiosity, yet

" Comspondmce, III, 442; V, 221. See the violence of Swift's imaginary gibbeting of Henry VIII,
above, and Cert IV, 124.
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he buries the commonest argument in favor of public or private
executions—deterrence.
Familiar since Plato, but missing from Swift's account, deterrence
was neady summed up by Montaigne: "We do not improve the man we
hang; we improve others by him."'^ As an apolitical, criminal beheading
in the Dutch style, the execution evokes Sir William Temple, whose
great scene was Holland and who found Dutch executions deeply
disturbing, according to the Memoirs Swift edited. Having witnessed a
well-born gentleman executed for fraud. Temple lamented that
petitions against this execution's publicity had been denied for
deterrence sake. Temple's sentimental repulsion would have been
content with a private or hidden execution.'® Yet the crime in Brobdignag is not fraud, but murder. Gulliver can no more learn not to murder
Brobdignagians from such a demonstration, than the Lilliputians could have
taken off Gulliver's head. So if Gulliver goes, his interest can only be as
spectacle, and it is spectacle that he gives us, spectacle as tourist sights and as
measurement, readings of height and of loudness. First introduced by moral
responses, the episode ends with description radicallydissociated from moral
response.
Swift does not propose any of the customary pleasures provided by
accounts of executions. His account solicits neither the anguished shared
suffering of sentiment nor the carnival relaxation of thirstily eager spectators.
In Swift's time and since, accounts of executions foUow certain rules.
Attention fixes first on the victim and then shifts, at the moment of the blow,
to the executioner, who retains control of the event. Spectators study the
victim's demeanor, words, gestures; the account lingers over the pathetic or
comical detail. Then the executioner acts, and the victim disappears. The
spectators pass from the living to the living, from pathos to power. The

"On the Art of Conversation," FourEss^s, trans. M.A. Screech (New York: Penguin, 1995),
32. Plato discusses grounds for punishments in the Laivt.
" Works of Sir Wiliiam Temple, I: 62, 90, 98, 108, 117; II: 100. For Swift, as for En^sh
colloquialism in general, to call something "Dutch" is to denigrate it. Yet Swift's usage does not
overlap with colloquial usage; his Dutchmen trample on the crucifix as they trade to Japan.
English colloquial idiom preserves Dutch treat (shared expenses), Dutch courage (drunkenness),
Dutch wife (a smffed bolster), Dutch comfort (none at all).
As Carole Fabricant points out. Sir William Temple has much of Gulliver. Having edited
the memoirs. Swift echoes ihem frequendy. Like Gulliver, Temple gave up "visionary schemes"
forever to retire from public life to selfimprovement: "And so I take leave of all those airy visions
which have so long busied my head about mending the world;and at the same time, of all those
shining toys or follies that employ the thoughts of busy men:and shall turn mine wholly to mend
myself," cited in Fabricant, Swift's Eandscape (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982),
121.
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strength, efficiency, power, or repetitions of the blow are all that is reported.
The drama enacted is a drama of submission, to the axe, to power, to
authority. What Swift does is quite unprecedented: he follows the exuberant
blood of the dying."
There is no pathos in Swift's account. Not a victim, but a
"Malefactor" is fixed in the chair, and he neither speaks nor gestures.
The shift to the executioner's admirable prowess is offered and then
denied. The executioner takes off the head in "one Blow," but he then
disappears. By the rules of the genre, the head should now by held up
by the executioner, or the spectators should applaud the executioner's
skill, or the accotont should end with the single blow or the descent of
the axe. Instead, Gulliver's eye follows the blood, and he starts when
he hears the bounce of the head. Gulliver has not followed the head's
trajectory; it has imposed itself upon him. Moral purpose has been
replaced by a physical shock, to the auditor as well as to the decapitee.
Very oddly for so short a passage. Swift made two changes between
1726 and 1735. "[A] Blow" in 1726 became a firmer "one Blow" in
1735, and Gulliver moved further from the scene, from "half an
English mile" to "an English mile distant."'® With the distance
doubled, the sound of the bounce grows louder.
The rules of scaffold dramas have been violated so that visceral
discomfort replaces sentimentally self-indulgent disapproval, grotesque
pleasure, or solemn justification. In the episode everything, including
the head, separates from its natural associations. The bounce is very
loud, but it is not very amusing. From the great jet d'eau at Versailles,
one expects celebratory excitement rather than discomfort. Observed
from a great distance, the scene is emptied of its intended meanings.
The blood and the bounce focus the separation of the malefactor, not
the ends of justice. Experience replaces significance. Yet experience
cannot be used until significance is assigned it, so the experience is
useless. What Swift has done, however, is unsettle the old signifi
cances.
In a context few readers question, or expect Swift to ques
tion—^public execution—the episode conflates the specifically
dismembering effects of gunpowder later in Book II, ch. vii, and the
"Seventeenth-centuiy accounts that mention blood usually observe that therewas less blood than
usual, e.g. Clarendon on Lord Holland, an account with which Swift was familiar.
" Gulliver's Travels ed. Davis, 306.
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audience's reaction to the exploding ship in Book IV, ch. v. In Book II,
properly used gunpowder "divides hundreds of bodies in the middle,"
and "dash[es] out the brains of all who come near." In Book IV, when
the ship blows up, bodies "drop down in pieces from the clouds, to the
great Aversion of all the spectators."'' These pieces were once
persons; they are now identity-less fragments. They have no heads at
aU.
When we do it right, we emerge from the womb head first. When
the head bounces, identity is destabilized at its point of origin. When
Swift explodes the body, he goes about as far as he—or anyone—can
go:
.
.
A brief contrast with Defoe is always instructive. Progressive
Defoe supplies Swift's upbeat opposite. Intent on transparency, reality,
and reform, Defoe hated the ambiguous, oxymoronic Macheath,®® and
if Gay owned Macheath, Swift has his equivalent "Clever Tom Clinch
Going to be Hang'd."'* Such heroic highwaymen horrified the social
activist. Defoe also knew precisely the correct, if contradictory, ways to
treat a head. In the Journal of the Plague Year, Defoe embraces the terror
of the disappearing head in his depiction of the "sunken-headed
man."®^ The man's head has sunk beneath his shoulders, and the
description, evoking pity and fear, implies that what has happened to
the relationship between head and body is wrong and ought to be
rectified. The head should be erect, Kfted up, above the shoulders, not
part of the body. Then the man can be a proper man again, like the
pitiful spectators observing him. In a common effort, they hold up his
head with their hands, the only way the head can be made visible.
There is something to be done that can be done, something to be fixed.
A bouncing head cannot be fixed. Its force depends upon shared
assumptions about what heads signify, a refusal of the respect ordi
narily granted those significations, and a clear, grudging recognition of
the real locations of power. When Defoe addresses the meaning of
severed heads relative to power, he affirms power surely and confi" Todd links the spectacle of £Uling bodies to the spectacle of the head, but not to the
dismemberments in Book II. "Hairy Maid," 249.
® John Bender, Ima^ning theVenHUntiaty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 88.
" Published 1726. "Blueskin's Ballad, or The Newgate Garland," fondly quoted by Peter
Linebaugb in The hondon Hanged (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 39—40, has also
been attributed to both Swift and Gay
" Qted in Flynn, The Sody in Sw^ and D^oe, 15.
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dendy, unlike Swift. Whether or not he wrote the Remarks against
Derwentwater's last words," Defoe admired German executioners and
associated decollations with Germany (rather than Holland). Robinson
Crusoe (1719) admires Friday's dexterity with a borrowed sword.
Running to his enemy, he "at one blow cut off his Head as cleaverly,
no executioner in Germany could have done it sooner or better.""
Meditating on the event, Crusoe considers not the body of the
slaughtered savage, but the how-to technique of the savages' wooden
swords." Like the executions of 1716 and 1718, Friday's decollating
skill serves Crusoe's sovereignty: Friday lays sword and severed head at
Crusoe's feet and proposes they eat the body. Crusoe declines the meal,
but fully accepts tiie meaning of the head at his feet. The head makes
him as much a king in his realm as George I in his.
Defoe here invents a colonial/imperial topos elaborated endlessly
in the nineteenth century. Black people, i.e., savages, cut off the heads
of other black people, i.e., savages, and so confirm the beneficence of
a necessary empire that will prevent black people from cutting off each
other's heads." Swift too contributed to empire's self-esteem. He
enabled Winston Churchill to see Africans rather than himself as
monstrous, blubbery Yahoos. Both Swift and Defoe generate more
meanings than they intend; but Swift thought being a satitist only a

" Paula Backscheider does not include the 'Rimarks among Defoe's works,although she discusses
his anti-Jacobitism. Daniel D^oe (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1986), 267~H,62-63.
Defoe alludes to Derwentwater's rebellion in Colonel Jack: the hero means to join up, but
fortunately does not. Cited in F. Bastian, Drfoe'sEarlyUfe(rotow. Barnes and Noble, 1981), 114.
The attitudes expressed in Difoe's Annah^King George are consistent with the remarks: In 1716,
the author laments the absence of public executions in 1708: "nor cou'd our honest Ministry
obtain, that any of those British Subjects... shou'd be made an Example of publick Justice" (22);
in 1718, the impenitent James Sheppard's [sic] "hellish Machinations and Purposes" earned the
fall accoimt of quartering in the repetition of the sentence (333,343);John Matthew's remission
in 1721 fit his dying well and penitently (248).
" Robinson Crusoe, ed. J. Donald Crowley (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 204.
" The sentence continues and the paragraph concludes: "which 1 thought very strange, for one
I had Reason to believe never saw a Sword in his life before, except their own Wooden Swords;
however it seems, as I leam'd afterwards, they make their Wooden Swords so sharp, so heavy,
and the Wood is so hard, that they will cut off Heads even with them, ay and Arm?, and that at
one blow too; when he had done this, he comes laug)iing to me in Sign of Triumph, and brought
me the Sword again, and with abundance of Gestures which 1 did not understand, laid it down
with the Head of the Savage, that he had kill'd just before me."
" Conrad twists the topos by having a white man cut off black heads in Heart of Darkness (1902),
but that makes the white man black, African. Chinua Achebe liberates the topos in Things Fall
Apart (1958).
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little less useless than being a parson.®^ Defoe, by contrast, always
supplies bis readers with something they can use. Bouncing beads may
well be the most entirely useless, self-denying, repulsive objects ever
proposed by the human imagination. Nothing strikes more directly at
self-identity.
In the Essa^ Concerningthe Original andProgress of Satire Swift's cousin
Dryden distinguishes between the butchery that slovenly slaughters a
man and the fine stroke that separates the head from the body and
leaves it standing in place, the decapitee sublimely unaware that
anything at all has happened. This is, I believe, the sort of thing that is
possible only in literature? Dryden was delicate, nice; and his works
protect the present order of things. Swift pushes the head off and lets
us hear the bounce from an English mile away. In the violence of
Swift's gesture, when the head bounces into the middle distance, stable
ironies are destabilked, and the prison of the real cracks open.
ST
describe Swift as conservative or reactionary, to allege his fear of
modernity, is to disguise from ourselves his liminal position in creating
us. We make a writer who frightens us into a writer afraid of us. Swift's
shifting perspectives and masquerading personae unsettle authority and
make the single vision of absolutism (or progress) impossible. Without
nostalgia for the past. Swift does not pimp for the future.
To his contemporaries Swift meant liberation and enlightenment,
not only to Voltaire, but also to the Scots Roman Catholic who learned
from The Tale of a Tub the value of "universal religion," and to the
Quaker in Philadelphia, who sent him, as a token of esteem, a ham.®'
Deists, Roman Catholics, Quakers: odd admirers for Martin, but he
saved their letters. More conventional social critics propose changes
that they expect will make them happier with the world. Swift, who
always liked a good project, fully understood that impulse, but he did
not expect to be made happy by change, to find change always benign,
or to find real change where it is most needed. Pieces of bodies still
drop from the sky to the vast amusement or horror of the spectators.

"Swift, complaining that Ireland was undone by her absentees, said he'd been saying so"in print
these ten years, to as little purpose as if it came from the pulpit," Comspondence, III, 355-56. He
later wished he had been 'laorn next Century, when we shall be utterly rid of Parsons,"
Comspondtnce, IV, 492.
" Comspondence, III, 214, 331, 327; V, 164.

Jonathan Swift Bounces A Head
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The prison of reality once cracked open, Swift knows he is likely not to
like what crawls out.

